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In 1975, Li and Yorke found the 2ollowing theorem [3]. Let f" I
--I be a continuous map of the compact interval I into itself. I f
has a periodic point of minimal period three, then f exhibits chaotic
behavior. This result is generalized by F. R. Marotto [4] in 1978 2or
the multi-dimensional case as ollows. Let f" Rn--+R be a differentiable map o the n-dimensional Euclidean spce R (nl) into itself.

I f has a snap-back repeller, then f exhibits chaotic behavior.
In this paper, we shall announce a generalization of the above
theorem o Marotto. Our theorem can also be regarded as a generalization of the Smale’s result [6] on the transversal homoclinic point of a
diffeomorphism. A detailed proof will appear later.
1. The main theorem. Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension n. Let f" M-M be a C-map, and let z0 e M be a hyperbolic
fixed point of f. We denote by Wo (z0) (resp. WIo (z0)) a local unstable
(resp. stable) manifold of f at z0.
Main Theorem. Let f" M--M be a C-map. Let zoe M be a
hyperbolic fixed point of f Assume the following three conditions.
(1) u= dim Woo (z0) 0.
(2) There exist a point zl Woc (Zo) (z=/=Zo) and a positive integer
m such that f(z) e Wo (Zo).
(3) There exists a u-dimensional disk B embedded in Woc (Zo) such
that B is a neighborhood of zl in Woo (Zo), f]B B--M is an embedding, and f(B ) intersects Woo (Zo) transversally at f(zl).
Then the following conclusions hold.
(a) There is a positive integer N such that there is a periodic

of f of minimal period p for any integer pN.
(b) There is an uncountable set S (called a scrambled set) in M
satisfying the following conditions.
( i ) S does not contain any periodic points.
(ii) f(S) cS
(iii) lim sup d(f(x), f(y))O for any x, y e S (xy), where d is
a compatible metric on M.
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lim sup d(f(x), f(y)) 0 for any x e S and a periodic point y.

(i v)

(v) There exists an uncountable subset So of S such that
lim inf d(f(x), f(y))= 0 for x, y e So.
Remark 1. The above theorem holds if f" M--.M is o class C
on a neighborhood of z0 and on a neighborhood of the orbit of z.
Remark 2. In the above theorem the tangent map Tzlf of f
at z e M may be degenerate.
Remark 3. In case u=dimM, f(z)=Zo and the above theorem
reduces to the theorem of Marotto.
Remark 4. If f is a diffeomorphism with f(z)=Zo, then the
above assumption implies that f(z) is a transversal homoclinic point.
Thus, our theorem generalizes Smale’s result [6] in some sense.
Transversality condition (3)of the main theorem is
Remark
necessary for the existence of the scrambled set.
2. Sketch o a proof. We denote by T(N) the tangent space of
a manifold N. The tangent map of a C-map f’N-N is denoted by

.

Tf T(N)--T(N2).
Let s-dim Woo(Zo)=n-u.

Denote by E(r) (resp. E(r)) the sdimensional (resp. u-dimensionM) disk with center t the origin and
radius r>0. By the stable manifold theorem, we can identify a
neighborhood of z0 with E(r)E(r) (r>O) such that E(r) (resp.
E(r)) is identified with Woo (z0) (resp. Wo (z0)). Let ’E(r) E(r)
--.E(r) (a=s or u) be a canonical projection. Since T(Es(r) Eu(r))
T(ES(r)) T(EU(r)), v e T(E(r) Eu(r)) can be expressed uniquely
as v=(v v), v e T(E(r)).
Let r be any positive number smaller than r.
Main Lemma. Assume the same conditions of the main theorem.
Let B be a u-dimensional disk in Eu(r), and let B be an arbitrary
s-dimensional disk with the origin O. If
B Bu-Es(r) E(rl) is
an embedding such that +IOB is the inclusion map BcE(rl), then
for any e>O and L>O there is a positive integer N(+, ,,L) satisfying

,

the following condition.
For any integer n>=N(+,,,L), there is an embedding =(+,,, L,n)
Es(r) B--E(r) Eu(r) satisfying the following eight conditions.
(1) (Es(r) y) +(B y) for y e B

.

(2) f -n((E*(r) Bu)) E(r) Eu(r).
(3) f -n((3Es(r) Bu)) 3E’(r) EU(r), where 3E(r) is the boundary of E(r).
(4) * f -n(x B u) x for x e E(r).
(5) IIvll< IIvll
any non-zero v in T(f-n(Es(r) y)), y e B
(6) (Tf-’(v))*[l>LIIv*ll for any non-zero v in T((E’(r)y)),
yeB

.

or

.
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(7) I](Tfn(v))8[l<e t[(Tf(v))ll and
(8) (T f(v)) 11 > L v for any non-zero v e T(f -n(x X Bu)),
x e E(r).
This lemma is proved by a similar argument as in the proof of
lemma o Palls [5].
Using the above lemma, we can prove the following
Lemma. Under the assumption of the main theorem, there is a
positive integer N1 satisfying the following conditions.
For any integer No>=NI, there are two embeddings
(i= 0, 1)
(E(r) X E(r), E(r) X B. )--+E’(r) X Eu(r),
a
u-dimensional
contained in
disk
is
where
rectangles,
pair
a
B.
of
of
ten
conditions.
the interior of E(r), satisfying the following
(1) ft((ES(r) X B))c(Es(r) X Eu(r)) (i, ]--0, 1).
(2) f’((Ei(r) X 3B.)) c (Es(r) X (E(r)-- B)) (i, ]-- O, 1), where
is
3B. the boundary of B in E(r).
(a) f" Hu_((E(r) x 3B. ))-+H_ I(j(E(r) X (E(rl) B]))) is an
isomorphism, where Hu_( ) is the (u-1)-th homology group and
is the induced homomorphism of f’ (i, ]-0, 1).
(4) u(xxB) consists of a single point for x eEl(r), and
z’(E(r) B. ) E(r), (i= 0, 1).
(5) f(Es(r) y) consists of a single point for y e B (i=O, 1).
(6) 2 v8 I1< IIv for any non-zero v in T(f(x BO), x e E(r)
(i=o, ).
(7) 2 IIvll<llvt[ for any non-zero v in T[(E’(r) y), y e B
(i=o, ).
8 IIvll for any non-zero v in T((xB.)),
(s) I(Tf’(v))
x e E(r) (i=O, 1).
(9) 811(Tf(v))ll<llvs[I for any non-zero v in T((E(r)y)),
y e B (i=0, 1).

(10) o(E(r) B) (E(r) B)-.
Now, define A= (E’(r) B.), i=O, 1. Let 27 {A0, At}z be a twosided shift on two symbols A0 and A, and let a" X-2 be the shift map.
An element of X is a bisequence _a=(a)ez such that a=Ao or A.
For a=(a)ez e 27, define k(a_, i)=No if a=Ao and k(a_, i)=N if a--A.
Define a subset F-(a) of M as follows.
-( -)(a
if i>0
o’a
-’
< )
(1 t-)

F_(a)=( f]ao)-(-’)o!

a0

f(’-)(-

(’+)-

(’)("- m",, +,’" .)a_)ao

if i 0
if i<0,

F-(q) consists of a single point of M for
Proposition. (a)
iZ
each a_ e X.
(b) A map p" X-+M defined by p(_a)--- F-(a_) is continuous.

(c) If there exists an integer i>=O such that a=/=b for _a=(a)z,
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b_=(b,),ez, then p(a_):/:p(b_).
(d) If No=N, then poa=fop.
Now consider the case No=N. Then

p"
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2-+M satisfies the fol-

lowing conditions.

(2.1)

p"

2-M is continuous, and p(a_):/:p(b) if a, veb, for some

(2.2) f V op poa.
(2.3) A0 A1=.

Now, we can prove the conclusion (b) of Main Theorem using
(2.1), (2.2), and (2.3). Our proof is similar to the one in Li and Yorke
[3] and Marotto [4].
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